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This study questions the extent to which a course in Mathematical Problem Solving with Technology was 
developing TPACK in mathematics preservice teachers. In order to measure the development of TPACK, 
both quantitative and qualitative data were collected. Preliminary findings are promising. Preservice 
teachers developed a vision of technology use in the classroom that better aligned with the vision outlined 
in the NCTM Technology Principle. Students reported they had sufficient opportunities to work with 
different technologies throughout the course. Moreover, students reported they could choose technologies 
that enhance the mathematics for a lesson. 

ey ords  eacher d cation Preservice  echnology  Problem Solving 

Introduction 

n seminal or s iess, 2005, 2008  Mishra  oehler, 2006  that have c lminated in the description 
of a frame or  by hich to st dy the development of echnology, Pedagogy And Content no ledge 

PAC , mathematics teacher ed cators have envisioned teacher ed cation programs that integrate 
technology instr ction ith content and pedagogy. hese programs o ld provide preservice teachers ith 
learning opport nities that might help them amend personal philosophies of teaching to reflect a deep 

nderstanding of teaching ith technology. A pict re of ho  to accomplish this integration is emerging in 
the field, incl ding bie  and ollebrands  2008  position that the ays in hich technology is integrated 
into teachers  classrooms is infl enced by their conceptions of technology, mathematics, learning and 
teaching. F rthermore, bie  and ollebrands 2008  recommend that preservice teachers be given 
opport nities to se technology as a mathematics learner and then reflect on those e periences from a 
pedagogical perspective. 

We have beg n to develop o r o n vision of hat it means to enact these principles in the 
development of preservice secondary mathematics teachers PSM s  and to honor the rich connections 
bet een technology, mathematics, and teaching. his paper reports on a st dy of 39 PSM s enrolled in 
t o sections of a co rse, Mathematical Problem Solving with Technology. n this co rse, PSM s are 
e pected to revisit their o n learning of secondary mathematics and investigate mathematical concepts by 

ay of problem solving ith vario s technological tools. a ght ith an eye to ard immersion learning, 
the PMS s in o r co rse are engaged almost entirely in lab based activities and disc ssion of the 
mathematical, pedagogical and technological principles they enco nter along the ay.  

Methodology 

As a means to inform o r o n practice, e engaged in research to ncover the e tent to hich o r 
co rse as s pporting the development of PAC  in o r preservice teachers. We set abo t to e plore t o 
research estions  1  What is the vision of teaching mathematics ith technology held by PSM s prior 
to and at the concl sion of a semester of concentrated e periences tili ing technology for mathematical 
problem solving  2  o hat e tent does o r co rse infl ence PAC  of o r PSM s   

Participants and Setting 

he participants of this st dy ere enrolled in a semester long co rse, Mathematical Problem Solving 
with Technology, d ring the 2010 11 academic year. PSM s p rs ing licens re to teach secondary 
mathematics typically ta e this co rse d ring their sophomore year. As o r PSM s enroll in the ma ority 
of their ed cation co rses in the nior year, those enrolled in this co rse have not yet ta en any methods 
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co rses or completed any field placements in a 12 setting. f the 39 participants, three had grad ate 
st dent standing b t had not ta ght secondary mathematics at the beginning this co rse. D ring the fall 
semester, 18 participants ere recr ited and d ring the spring semester, 21 st dents ere recr ited.  

Data Collection 

Data ere collected ith the p rpose of meas ring the development of PAC  as ell as lin ing that 
development to practice. n order to accomplish this goal, t o distinct perspectives ere ta en. First, e 

anted a antitative tool by hich to capt re gro th in PAC  over time. We selected a s rvey intended 
to meas re PAC  el o s i et al, nder revie  and administered it as a pre post meas re d ring the 
first and last ee s of the co rse. he s rvey is divided into m ltiple sections ith items assessing each of 
the domains ithin the PAC  frame or , b t e chose to foc s o r analysis on si  items sho n to be 
reliable and valid in meas ring perceptions of PAC  el o s i et al, nder revie . 

Table 1: Summary of Selected TPACK Survey Items 

tem Prompt 
tem 1  can se strategies that combine mathematics, technologies, and teaching approaches that  learned 

abo t in my co rse or  in my classroom. 
tem 2  can choose technologies that enhance the mathematics for a lesson. 
tem 3  can select technologies to se in my classroom that enhance hat  teach, ho   teach, and hat 

st dents learn. 
tem 4  can teach lessons that appropriately combine mathematics, technologies, and teaching approaches. 
tem 5  can teach lessons that appropriately combine algebra, technologies, and teaching approaches. 
tem 6  can teach lessons that appropriately combine geometry, technologies, and teaching approaches. 
 
t as also important for s to ta e a deeper loo  at individ al development thro gho t the co rse in 

order to inde  any global shifts in PAC  to specific facets of the co rse. n order to e amine the 
opport nities e ere providing o r st dents to develop PAC  and to more closely e amine any shifts 
in PAC  that ere capt red by the s rvey, samples of st dent reflective riting ere collected of hich 
t o samples ere sed in the c rrent analysis.  

Principles of Mathematical Problem Solving with Technology. Within the first month of the co rse, 
st dents ere as ed to read three items and rite a reflection paper. he three items ere selected to 
convey to o r st dents the nderlying principles of the co rse. First, e selected the C M echnology 
Principle C M, 2000 . Second, e selected t o chapters from Teaching Mathematics through Problem 
Solving K–12 Schoen  Charles, 2003 . he chapter ritten by iebert and Wearne 2003  as selected 
for its overvie  of problem solving and the vision it provided of teaching and learning. he chapter ritten 
by bie  2003  as selected for its attention to the role of technology in a classroom here problem 
solving is val ed. St dents ere as ed to respond to three prompts   

1. How is the perspective taken in the readings similar or different from your own experiences 
learning mathematics? 

2. How does it compare to your own beliefs about teaching?  
3. What ideas did you find yourself (dis)agreeing with?  

Final Examination. A final e amination prompt as provided as ing st dents to describe their vision 
of responsible se of technology in the classroom.  

Many of you have reflected on the use of technology in mathematics education and used a statement 
similar to, "technology is a benefit to the mathematics classroom as long as it is used responsibly.” 
Reflect on this statement and explain to me what "responsible use of technology” looks like in the 
mathematics classroom. Do not define it in terms of what it is NOT—I am not interested in hearing 
about examples of irresponsible uses of technology and these will detract from your answer. Instead, 
use your experiences and any readings you have completed for this class to craft a reasonable 
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definition or standard by which I could determine if technology were being used to support teaching 
and learning of mathematics in your classroom. 

his prompt as devised in response to themes identified in classroom disc ssions thro gho t the 
semester. t is not ncommon for PSM s to begin to categori e their e periences, both past and c rrent, as 
appropriate inappropriate. n both semesters, PSM s invo ed the phrase responsible se  to differentiate 
bet een technology practices that they endorsed responsible  and those they did not irresponsible . 

his prompt as aimed at assessing PSM s  o tgoing vision of responsible se.  

Data Analysis 

Analysis of written reflection. he t o reflections described in the previo s section ere chosen 
beca se of their timing, one in the fifth ee  of the semester and the other at the completion of the co rse. 
F rthermore, the nat re of the assignments has the potential to ill strate changes in o r PSM s  visions of 
teaching mathematics ith technology.  

oth top do n methods Miles  berman, 1994  and gro nded theory Stra ss  Corbin, 1990  
ere sed to develop and apply a coding instr ment. Within C M s echnology Principle 2000  and 

also bie  2003 , there are many smaller statements abo t the envisioned role of technology in the 
mathematics classroom. From these so rces, e created a frame or  by hich to analy e the vision o r 
PSM s held of teaching mathematics ith technology. From each statement indicating a potential role for 
technology, a code as developed. For e ample, the statement With calc lators and comp ters st dents 
can e amine more e amples or representational forms  C M, 2000, p. 23  yielded t o initial codes, 

amples  and epresentational Forms.  While Doerr and angor 2000  classified calc lator se into 
five broad categories  Comp tational, ransformational changing the nat re of the tas , Data Collection 
and Analysis, is ali ing, and Chec ing confirming con ect res, nderstanding m ltiple symbolic 
forms , e initially identified 25 specific roles technology plays in the classroom. We later refined this list 
to 17 as coding progressed, incl ding combining epresentational Forms  ith is ali ation,  as it as 
diffic lt to parse o t differences s ch as this in o r PSM s  riting. he final list of codes is listed in 
alphabetical order in able 2.  

Table 2: Framework for Examining Vision of Technology for Teaching 

Perceived oles of echnology in the Mathematics Classroom 
Assessment ploring Con ect res Problem posing 
Comm nication tends ange of Problems   Problem Solving easoning 
Differentiated earning Mathematical Change eflection 

fficiency Acc racy Mathematical Connections S pplementation 
ngagement rgani e Analy e Data is ali ation epresentational Forms 

amples Present doc ment  
 
TPACK surveys. Pre  and post s rvey data ere collected and analy ed to determine overall shifts in 

perceived PAC  amongst PSM s ta ing a semester long co rse in problem solving ith technology. n 
order to compare the res lts of the administrations of the PAC  s rvey, individ al scores ere tab lated 
by s mming the responses given by an individ al to each of the si  items in terms of the 5 point i ert 
scale val es 1  Strongly Disagree, 5  Strongly Agree . artile scores for each administration ere 
calc lated and compared sing a bo and his er plot. n order to delve deeper and assess gro th ith 
individ al items, a novel data vis ali ation as constr cted tili ing color as a means to assess the 
e tremity of individ al responses as ell as the overall change in PSM  responses bet een 
administrations. A detailed description of this data vis ali ation is provided along ith the res lts of the 
analysis.  
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Results 

n response to the research estions o tlined above, the res lts ill be organi ed in three distinct 
sections. First, e ill present the res lts of the alitative analysis of the t o collected samples of 
reflective riting. hen, e ill present the res lts of a antitative analysis of the PAC  s rvey data.  

Incoming Vision of Teaching with Technology 

Utili ing the frame or  in able 2, e coded each of PSM s reflections on the role of technology in 
the teaching and learning of mathematics. While e co ld recogni e at least one of the roles in most of the 
reflection papers, there ere t o reflection papers that received ero codes. hese t o PSM s did not 
share a vision ith regard to the incl sion of technology in the classroom. ne stayed close to a positive, 
yet non specific message, that technology sho ld be sed to enrich the st dents  e perience, hile the 
other challenged the essentiality of technology in the classroom altogether, stating  

Why is it so essential, as described in the Technology Principle, that technology be used in the 
application and problem solving of math (NCTM, 2000)? My thought is that shouldn’t anything in 
math class be able to be solved without the aid of technology? 

n the remaining 37 reflections, e ere able to recogni e any here bet een one and nine of the roles 
and on average 3.35 , hether the PSM  agreed, disagreed or simply s mmari ed the a thor s position. 
he most agreed ith roles incl de S pplementation 49 , fficiency Acc racy 36 , Problem 

Solving easoning 28 , and is ali ation and epresentational Forms 41  see Fig re 1 red 
col mns . f the 17 roles, some seemed to garner more arg ment than others. ngagement 33 , 

is ali ation epresentations Forms 41 , and Mathematical Change 13  ere mentioned more than 
most of the other roles both positively and negatively. While 33  of o r st dents agreed that technology 
engages st dents, 10  disagreed, claiming technology as a distraction. Walter calls some of the 
statements made in the echnology Principle too s eeping  and e plains,  

I submit that if a student is not motivated by the task at hand, then a computer provides many more 
distractions for them. This is not to suggest that one should not use a computer, only that I disagree 
with the implication that utilizing a computer task is a cure for those that are easily distracted. 

While this provides a snapshot of the specified vision o r PSM s had at the start of the semester, there 
as also an nderc rrent of concern abo t the se of technology in the classroom in general. he most 

common concern as that technology o ld prevent st dents from achieving mastery of mathematics. 
More than 25  of o r st dents specifically mentioned their concern that st dents ill either miss o t on 
learning basic s ills generally arithmetic  or that this no ledge initially gained ill atrophy once 
technology is in hand. ven more e pressed concern that technology o ld replace a st dent s basic 

nderstandings of mathematics, ith 49  choosing to ote, paraphrase or reinterpret the statement, 
technology sho ld not be sed as a replacement for basic nderstandings and int itions  rather it sho ld 

be sed to foster the nderstanding and int itions,  C M, 2000, p. 24 . his as, by far, the most cited 
passage in all three readings. n addition to these concerns, some PSM s e pressed a sense of nostalgia 
and favored tradition over technology. Mary says, “I got through all of those high school courses with just 
a graphing calculator and passed with flying colors, so why do we need all this technology in our 
classrooms now?” his narro  vie  of ed cation based on personal s ccess or fail re permeates the 
initial reflection papers and ca ses many to estion C M s assessment of technology as essential in the 
classroom. A st dent ho feels that they have achieved s ccess in school mathematics potentially sees 
himself or herself as a co ntere ample to the essentiality of technology. here is a general rel ctance to 
consider hat e periences they may have missed and to dge their o n stories as complete and 
representative of mainstream.  
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Figure 1: Incoming vision (red) and outgoing vision (green) of teaching with technology 

Outgoing Vision of Teaching with Technology  

n order to ga ge the vision of teaching ith technology that o r PSM s had hen they e ited o r 
co rse, e cond cted a similar analysis of their responses to the Final amination Prompt. n this 
assignment, o r PSM s ere e plicitly as ed to share their vision of responsible se of technology in the 
classroom.  n this sense, the assignment as different from the first reflection in that the PSM s ere not 
as ed for their reactions to an e pressed vision, b t rather to create their o n.   

Unli e their initial reflections, every PSM  identified at least one specific role that technology plays in 
the mathematics classroom. n average, st dents identified three roles ith the ma im m being eight. 
Fig re 1 green col mns  is a depiction of the overall vision. Again, if e ta e a loo  at the most identified 
roles, e get an indication of the vision of the gro p. Almost 70  of o r PSM s made mention of the role 
technology plays in problem solving and reasoning in the classroom. ngagement, is ali ation and 

epresentational Forms, fficiency  Acc racy and S pplementation are still among the most cited. 
o ever almost three times as many PSM s as did initially indicated technology e tends the range of 

problems that can be sed in the classroom and aided in Comm nication, and five times as many noted  
technology co ld be sed to plore Con ect res. he n mber of st dents ho indicated technology 
sho ld be sed to s pplement pencil and paper instr ction dropped by a factor of three. 

TPACK Survey Data 

n order to compare the res lts of the administrations of the PAC  s rvey, individ al scores ere 
tab lated by s mming the responses given by an individ al to each of the si  items  
in terms of the 5 point i ert scale val es 1  Strongly Disagree, 5  Strongly Agree .  
 

 

Figure 2: Box plot with whiskers comparing TPACK scores for two administrations 
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hese ordinal data are displayed in a bo  and his ers plot in Fig re 2. he median score increased 
from 20 on the pre s rvey to a 24 on the post s rvey. F rthermore, the first artile of the post s rvey and 
third artile of the pre s rvey are e al, implying that 75  of the post s rvey scores ere higher than 
75  of the pre s rvey scores. 

o get a deeper sense of these shifts, e composed a color coordinated image of the data set. he 
individ al responses to each item given on the pre  and post s rvey are sho n in able 3. ach ro  
pertains to an individ al PSM  and the ro s have been sorted in decreasing val e according to the s m of 
the Pre test scores. he left table contains data collected by the pre s rvey. he middle table contains data 
collected by the post s rvey, and the right table contains calc lated differences indicating shifts in 
responses. hese ere calc lated by s btracting pre s rvey responses from post s rvey responses. D e to 
page limitations, e have provided only a portion of the table to give the reader a sense of the trends in the 
data. 

Table 3: Color-Coded TPACK Survey Where Individual Responses Have Been Highlighted  

 

n each table, color has been sed to vis ally differentiate the responses ith the more sat rated colors 
indicating more e treme vie s. n the first t o tables, green responses 4  5  indicates that the st dent 
has agreed ith the prompt and red responses 1  2  indicates that the st dent has disagreed ith the 
prompt. White response 3  o ld indicate a e tral response. n the final table, green positive integers  
indicates a positive shift hile red negative integers  indicates a negative shift. 

nterpreting the tables means loo ing at ho  the color patterns change. f e compare the pre s rvey 
and post s rvey scores from all 29 participants, e find dramatic color shifts. he clo d of red at the 
bottom of the pre s rvey data disappears in the post s rvey data and is replaced by light green and even 
some dar  green cells. At the top of the tables, e see a dar  green clo d emerge in the post s rvey data 
replacing the light green and hite that as present in the pre s rvey data. ed and pin  have virt ally 
disappeared from the post s rvey data, demonstrating that PSM s disagreed ith very fe  prompts after 
the co rse had completed.  

his is also reflected in the overall color tone of the difference table, hich is almost entirely 
composed of hite and shades of green. ery fe  items sho ed a negative shift from pre s rvey to post
s rvey, and these are indicated by the pin  cells. 

Findings and Implications 

his st dy see s to f rther the research in the field of PAC  by testing the hypothesis set for ard by 
bie  and ollebrands 2008  that a ey e perience for PSM  sho ld be to se technology as a 

mathematics learner and then reflect on those e periences from a pedagogical perspective. r res lts 
sho  that a co rse in Problem Solving ith echnology that provides opport nities for PSM s to 
reengage ith school mathematics sing a problem based c rric l m in a technology rich environment has 
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a positive impact on PSM  PAC  development as ell as on PSM s vision of teaching ith technology. 
his vision as comm nicated in part by e amining specific e periences and readings enco ntered d ring 

the co rse and presenting them as ill strating e amples of hat the responsible se  of technology loo s 
li e in the classroom. We find that e can dra  t o concl sions. 

Finding 1: Our students developed a vision of technology use in the classroom that better aligned 
with the vision outlined in the NCTM Technology Principle. f e ta e a closer loo  at the nat re of the 
roles that e ere able to identify in the incoming visions of PSM s, S pplementation 49 , 

fficiency Acc racy 36 , and amples 23  are roles that s ggest o r PSM s are envisioning 
technology as comp tational  tools rather than transformational  or vis ali ing  tools Doerr  

angor, 2000 . n contrast, e find the roles of is ali ation and epresentational Forms 41  as ell as 
Problem Solving easoning 28 . his may be d e to the brief e pos re o r PSM s had to problem 
solving sing dynamic geometry soft are in the five ee s prior to the s bmission of this reflection. t 

as clear that many ere enamored ith the ability to generate dynamic geometric ob ects for st dy and 
had beg n to envision their personal independence in mathematical problem solving. t is li ely that even 
this brief e pos re had an impact on the PSM s  vision. t is nclear hether that vision as tr ly aligned 

ith that of C M, b t many referenced these roles positively. Whereas their initial vision favored sing 
technology to do mathematics , the o tgoing vision seems to favor technology for learning mathematics. 
PSM s more readily identified roles that ere transformational  or vis ali ing  Doerr  angor, 
2000 . F rthermore, PSM s readily accepted the role technology plays in generating and s statining 
classroom disc ssion of mathematics and collaborative or  habits, something that as missing from their 
initial vision. 

Finding 2: A course in problem solving with technology can have an impact on the TPACK 
development of PSMTs. he res lts of o r analysis of pre  and post s rvey data sho  a clear increase in 
the PAC  of o r PSM s. he items that sa  the greatest gains ere, I can choose technologies that 
enhance the mathematics for a lesson,” “I can select technologies to use in my classroom that enhance 
what I teach, how I teach, and what students learn,” and, “I can teach lessons that appropriately combine 
geometry, technologies, and teaching approaches.” Comments made in their final e am reflections o ld 
s pport this finding as ell. t is clear that PSM s are thin ing more abo t hat it o ld ta e to enact 
their vision of teaching ith technology and the comple ity of that practice.  

Conclusion 
Many factors affect the development of PSM s  se of appropriate technology tools. live and 

eatham 2000  have doc mented that sing technology as a tool for learning mathematics is not eno gh 
to ens re PSM s ill se technology as a teaching and learning tool in their o n classrooms. Many 
PSM s need s stained interactions ith technology thro gho t their teacher ed cation programs, 
especially in the conte t of content and pedagogy co rses, combined ith positive e periences that o ld 
challenge their deeply rooted beliefs. o ever, nless st dents are given opport nities to reflect on their 
beliefs and come face to face ith them, it ill be diffic lt for them to relin ish their fears and mistr st 
Fleener, 1995 .  
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